Through a website advertisement, an undercover agent went to a home where two children, aged 16 and 17, were recovered. The girls indicated they were sisters and were being pimped out by their mother. The girls also informed authorities that their mother was allegedly renting out the girls’ brother’s room to a man who was a registered sex offender. *FBI Report: Operation Cross Country 2016, Milwaukee Division.*

Sex trafficking is a modern-day form of slavery in which a commercial sex act is induced by force, fraud or coercion. 80% of human trafficking in Wisconsin is sex trafficking. Sex trafficking is a $150 billion+ per year industry. 8-14 years old average age a child is coerced into the sex trade. 250,000 youth in the U.S. at risk of sexual exploitation.


Where Victims are Recruited: The Internet Social Media School The Mall The Street / Park

MILWAUKEE ➞ FOX CITIES/GREEN BAY ➞ WAUSAU ➞ MINNEAPOLIS

Through a website advertisement, an undercover agent went to a home where two children, aged 16 and 17, were recovered. The girls indicated they were sisters and were being pimped out by their mother. The girls also informed authorities that their mother was allegedly renting out the girls’ brother’s room to a man who was a registered sex offender. *FBI Report: Operation Cross Country 2016, Milwaukee Division.*

“It is not possible to remain indifferent before the knowledge that human beings are bought and sold like goods.” --Pope Francis

Average number of times a victim is sold in 1 day 10 to 15. Life expectancy after entry 7 years.

National Human Trafficking Hotline 1-888-3737-888 or text “Help” to 233733 (BeFree)
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